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The phase separation characteristic in a novel
vortex tube using a turbulence model is discussed in
the present research. The curved geometry of the
introduced vortex tube contributes to an effective
phase separation by liquid removal enhancement.
The hydrodynamic behavior of the proposed vortex
tube is investigated in different inlet boundary
conditions by a 3D CFD model. The BSL k-ω
turbulence model is utilized which is suitable for the
complex flow pattern through vortex tube.
Meanwhile, the liquid phase is moved by the axial
velocity and by swirling effect to the wall side. The
curvature design helps the liquid layer to be
removed physically by a ring and a specific drainage
considered at the half of the length of the tube. The
results show that the efficiency of curved vortex
tube is predicted up to 60% for the extraction of the
heavy fraction.

Abstract

Introduction

The key modifications which are applied on a
common vortex tube are shown in Fig. 1 (a) & (b).
The axis of the vortex tube is bent to form a curved
tube. In addition, a single drain line is connected to
the curvature to accomplish the liquid removal
duty. A 360° ring is considered right after the drain
connection position inside the main tube, which can
be found in all contours of Fig 2 and Fig 3. The Flow
filed are shown in Fig.1 (c) with the streamlines
flowing toward outlets 1 & 2. The radius and the
velocity direction of the flow fields are different
which are shown in fig.1 (c) and (d). The internal
flow comes out from out 1 while the outer flow exit
from out 2 in opposite direction. The velocity
encounters from three components of tangential
velocity (V_θ), radial velocity (V_r) and axial velocity
〖(V〗_ax) which are illustrated in Fig 1 (d).

Methods and Materials

The proposed geometry has a side outlet, which
makes the role of the liquid trap. The highlight
feature is that it removes the liquid phase with the
minimum effect on the main gas stream. Moreover,
the curved structure, as shown in Fig 1.a and b, of
the main tube enhance the liquid removal of the
whole system. Strong swirling flows with a high order
of tangential velocity in countercurrent flows
contribute to conduct a source-to-sink energy
transport in which the primary peripheral flow is the
sink and the secondary (inner) flow is the source. The
condensation happens in secondary flow, which is
flowing toward the cold outlet (out1) of the tube.
The cooling of internal stream contributes to the
liquid phase nucleation. The nucleation is
conditionally happening only if the dewpoint is
within the range of the minimum acquired
temperature within the vortex tube and the feed
temperature. Then, the liquid droplets move toward
the walls meanwhile crossing the hot section, as
shown in Fig. 1 (d), in which the liquid is partly
involved re-evaporation. However, the most part of
the liquid reaches the wall, which is shown in fig 3
(a). The corresponding countercurrent flows is
revealed in Fig. 3(b).
The feed of humid air with 0.5% fraction of

vapour is considered in the simulation for

determining the flow, pressure, temperature and

liquid phase profile inside the proposed vortex

tube computational domain. The final result of

phase separation is summarized in Table 2 which

includes the mass balance of the outlets and the

relative water content of the outlet No. 1 which

the main dry product of the device. It is revealed

that the case 2 has the highest drying efficiency

while the flow of the dry gas is minimized.

Therefore, the overall efficiency depends on the

application and a balance between the dry gas

quality and dry gas flow should be maintained by
changing pressure conditions

Results & Discussion

This study highlighted the potential and the 
challenges of using vortex tube to be used as a 
phase separator. To improve separation and liquid 
phase collection performance, a novel curved 
geometry has been employed for the vortex tube. 
In the future study, a three-dimensional CFD 
approach is utilized to investigate the energy and 
phase separation of the apparatus. The results 
show that the curved vortex tube has a remarkable 
capability for the extraction of the heavy fraction 
and the condensate content of the output can be 
decreased up to 40% of the feed condensate 
content.

Conclusions

A common vortex tube produces hot and cold
streams simultaneously from a source of
compressed gas entering tangentially via nozzles.
The pressure of the inlet is about 5 to 7 bar and the
pressure of both outlets are about the atmospheric
condition. One of the streams has a higher
temperature than the inlet compressed gas, while
the other one has a lower temperature; this
phenomenon is called the Ranque-Hilsch effect, or
the thermal separation effect [1,2].
In the present study, the cooling feature of the

vortex tube is utilized for phase separation of the
gas stream with condensate content. A novel
modification is applied to the geometry to achieve
the phase separation. The application of this phase
separator includes utility units and natural gas
processing industries, utility plants, and other
industrial plants, which includes the challenge of
gas drying. Table 2: Mass balance and water removal results

Table 1: Boundary condition of Air-H2O feed

Case 

No

𝑃1
𝑃𝑖𝑛

𝑃2
𝑃𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑑
𝑃𝑖𝑛

𝑥𝑤,𝑖𝑛
(%)

𝑃𝑖𝑛
(bar)

𝑇𝑖𝑛
(K)

𝑚𝑖𝑛

(kg/s)

1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 10 300 0.194

2 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 10 300 0.194

3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 10 300 0.194

Case 

No

𝑚𝑤,1

𝑚𝑤,𝑖𝑛

𝑚𝑤,2

𝑚𝑤,𝑖𝑛

𝑚𝑤,𝑑

𝑚𝑤,𝑖𝑛

𝜂 (
𝑥𝑤,1

𝑥𝑤,𝑖𝑛
)

1 0.353 0.514 0.133 0.50

2 0.156 0.710 0.134 0.40

3 0.360 0.470 0.130 0.64
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Figure 2: Static temperature (a) and Static Pressure (b) along the modified vortex tube

Figure 3: Liquid volume fraction (a) and axial Velocity (b) profile along the modified vortex tube
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Figure 1: (a) body of curved vortex tube, (b) computational domain, (c) flow fields, (d) gas path lines 
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